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Story

THE SUNNIEST HOME IN THE WORLD

You couldn’t wish for a better home than Sunny Farm, Theresa thinks. Her parents have purchased the old

farmhouse with two other families, and restored it. Just looking at the yellow horseshoe-shaped house with

the sun-dial makes anyone feel instantly happy. The best thing, though, is that Timo and Anna-Lina also live

here, along with herself and her two brothers. Together, the children discover the planets Salatrix and

Paradisical, save a mole from the garlic witch, and celebrate a spring blossoms party. Only in the country

can you have so much fun!

Annette Moser’s stories about the children’s lives with their families in Sunny Farm are delightfully heart-

warming. The children play together, throw parties and explore the countryside. There’s a special extra, in

the form of recipes and tips for craftwork.

 
A book for the whole family!
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An on-trend theme: living in the country    

 
Ideal for reading aloud and to one’s self

 
4c colour illustrations by Julia Ginsbach

 
With recipes and craft tips

Annette Moser

Annette Moser was born in 1978 in Hamburg. She studied German literature and art history in Bamberg and

Rome. Then she worked in publishing for a few years. Nowadays, she lives with her family in Nuremberg.

More titles in this series

Wonder, Learn and Discover –

All I Know About Our Food

My First Naturebook

– The Bumblebee

My First Naturebook

– The Beaver
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Let’s Make Something in

Town

Let’s Make Something with

Wood Sunny Farm – Something's up

on Sunny Farm (Vol. 3)

Sunny Farm – Summer on

Sunny Farm (Vol. 2)

Attentiveness for All of Us! –

Story Time is Cuddle Time!

We care for each other!
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